Rats discriminate objects by scanning their surface with the facial vibrissae, producing spatiotemporally complex sequences of tactile contacts. The way in which the somatosensory cortex responds to these complex multivibrissal stimuli has not been explored. It is unclear yet whether contextual information from across the entire whisker pad influences cortical responses. Here, we delivered tactile stimuli to the rat vibrissae using a new 24 whisker stimulator. We tested sequences of rostrocaudal whisker deflections that generate multivibrissal motion patterns in different directions across the mystacial pad, allowing to disambiguate local from global sensory integration. Unitary electrophysiological recordings from different layers of the barrel cortex showed that a majority of neurons has direction selectivity for the multivibrissal stimulus. The selectivity resulted from nonlinear integration of responses across the mystacial pad. Our results indicate that the system extracts collective properties of a tactile scene.
INTRODUCTION
During exploration of the environment, rats contact objects with multiple whiskers, generating complex spatiotemporal patterns of deflections. Whiskers in the mystacial pad of the rat are mapped onto layer 4 of the primary somatosensory cortex as distinct units named ''barrels.'' The description of the barrel cortex into discrete architectonic modules (Woolsey and van der Loos, 1970) has triggered numerous anatomical and functional studies that demonstrated a one-to-one correspondence between a mystacial vibrissa and its matching cortical barrel (Simons, 1985) . Recent observations using whole-cell and intracellular recordings of synaptic responses to individual whisker deflections have challenged the original notion of a uniquely segregated cortex. These recordings showed that the convergence of information onto single neurons of layers 2 to 5 of the barrel cortex was, like in the visual cortex (Bringuier et al., 1999) , extensive, spanning several vibrissae from the center of the receptive field (RF) (Brecht and Sakmann, 2002; Brecht et al., 2003; Manns et al., 2004; Moore and Nelson, 1998; Zhu and Connors, 1999 ; V.J., I. Erchova, and D.E.S., 2004, Society for Neuroscience, abstract). The spread of subthreshold RFs suggests that the barrel cortex has a wide array of corticocortical horizontal connections that provide, together with the multiwhisker thalamic input, a potential substrate for complex nonlinear temporal and spatial interactions. Consequently, context-dependent modulations of responses through the corticocortical network might have profound effects on the neuronal RFs, though they have not been investigated extensively. There is therefore a need to reevaluate the RF structure in the somatosensory system and the dynamics of spatiotemporal integration by using carefully designed sequences of multiwhisker stimulation. We have developed a stimulation device that allows the controlled delivery of large-scale spatiotemporal patterns of stimulation (see Krupa et al., 2001 Krupa et al., , 2004 , for a previous attempt using an array of 16 miniature-solenoid-driven actuators). A matrix of stimulation composed of 24 independent piezoelectric actuators has been built and adapted to the five rows and five caudal arcs of the rat whisker pad. Specifically, we probed the system with multiwhisker stimuli that are locally invariant (same direction of movement for all whiskers and all deflections), globally coherent (the stimulation of several whiskers collectively generates an apparent motion in a given direction), but differed in the global ''apparent'' direction. Barrel cortex neurons showed selectivity to the global direction of the tactile stimulus, suggesting that individual neurons combine and extract information from the entire whisker pad. These results support the idea that tactile perception relies on neuronal representations of collective features of the stimulus rather than of local independent variables.
RESULTS
Using a 24 whisker stimulator centered on whisker C2 ( Figure 1A ), we applied sparse noise stimulation (consecutive deflection of every whisker in a random order, see Experimental Procedures) to establish spatiotemporal receptive fields (STRFs) of single neurons (n = 70, see Figure 1B ) at different depths of barrel C2 and its corresponding cortical column, especially across infragranular layers. We delineated the magnitude of the STRFs, i.e., its projection on the two-dimension spatial plane, by integrating the response to each whisker 10-60 ms after the stimulus onset ( Figure 1B ). Among the single units, five cells did not respond enough to sparse noise stimulation. Of the remaining 65 single units, 25% responded to deflections of a single vibrissa only, the remaining 75% to 2-15 adjacent vibrissae ( Figure 1C ). These results are in agreement with other studies (Armstrong-James and Fox, 1987; Ghazanfar and Nicolelis, 1999; de Kock et al., 2007; Simons, 1978) that determined the extent of the RF by manually displacing a stimulator from one whisker to the next. The distribution of the number of responsive whiskers was similar for regular-spiking units (RSU) and fast-spiking units (FSU) (Wilcoxon rank sum test, p > 0.8).
Barrel Cortex Neurons Extract the Global Direction of a Multivibrissal Stimulus
We tested whether barrel cortex neurons could extract information about a global feature that is only expressed as an emergent property of a multiwhisker stimulus and that cannot be established through a local analysis of each whisker deflection independently. This protocol allowed us to study specifically multiwhisker interactions and to disambiguate local from global sensory integration.
We applied sequences of whisker deflections (same direction of movement for every whisker), which collectively generated an apparent motion in eight different global directions (henceforth ''global motion protocol,'' see Figure 2A ). During these stimuli, whiskers with a perpendicular alignment to global motion were deflected synchronously, and those aligned in parallel to the global motion were deflected consecutively with a delay of 10 ms for horizontal or vertical motion and 7.1 ms for oblique motion. If the units perform a linear integration of responses to the local whisker deflections, the integrated response for each of the eight global directions should be equal, rendering an isotropic global direction tuning curve. If, on the other hand, units extract directional information from the global motion, the global direction tuning curve should be anisotropic. 69.8% (37 out of 53) of the single units showed a statistically significant directional selectivity for global motion. The selectivity was present in all cortical layers (granular, 75%; infragranular, 63%) and for different cell types (RSUs, 65%; FSUs, 81%). Two representative examples with anisotropic tuning curves are presented in Figures  2B and 2C . More than 45% of the cells, especially RSUs (Figure 2D) , showed a global direction selectivity index (gDI) higher than 0.2, which corresponds, for example, to a response three times larger for one direction of movement than for all others. The distribution of preferred global directions differed between RSUs and FSUs, i.e., was uniform for FSUs (Rayleigh test, p > 0.3) and anisotropic for RSUs (Rayleigh test, p < 0.005; Figure 2E ). The anisotropy of the preferred direction to global motion for RSUs favored caudoventral directions (circular mean: 228 ± 78 , where 180 is caudal and 270 is ventral, Figure 2E ). Thus, neurons in the C2 barrel are highly sensitive to global motion surrounding whisker C2.
The multiwhisker deflections could result in such a low level of activity that its functional significance would be negligible. To address this point, we chose the response elicited by the rostrocaudal deflection of the principal whisker (PW) alone as a reference level of activity and compared it to the activity elicited by the preferred direction of the global motion. The mean responses evoked by the PW deflection and the preferred global motion did not differ either for RSUs (PW deflection: 0.27 ± 0.24 a.p./stim., preferred global motion: 0.29 ± 0.32 a.p./stim., p > 0.6, n = 47) and for FSUs (PW deflection: 0.65 ± 0.44 a.p./stim., preferred global motion: 0.67 ± 0.48 a.p./stim., p > 0.6, n = 16). We conclude that the preferred direction for global motion induces similar levels of response as the local deflection of the PW.
The Whole Whisker Pad Is Implicated in Generating Selectivity to Global Motion Selectivity to global motion could in principle be explained by local interactions between the PW and immediate neighbor whiskers (Drew and Feldman, 2007; Ego-Stengel et al., 2005) . We tested this hypothesis by applying the same protocol to the PW and only the eight neighbor whiskers surrounding it (henceforth ''proximal protocol''). A pairwise comparison of the direction selectivity for the proximal and the global motion protocols is shown in Figure 3 , including two representative examples ( Figures 3A and 3C ). RSUs' preferred angles for the global and proximal motion were uncorrelated (angular-angular correlation: r = À0.04, p > 0.8; Figure 3B1 ). Moreover, the directionality index was in a majority of cases (65%, n = 34) larger for the global than for the proximal motion (gDI = 0.26 ± 0.18 and pDI = 0.18 ± 0.10, respectively, paired t test, p < 0.005, Figure 3B2 ). This increased selectivity occurred without affecting the level of response to the preferred direction (0.31 ± 0.31 a.p./stim. for the ''global motion protocol,'' 0.35 ± 0.31 a.p./stim. for the ''proximal protocol,'' paired t test; p > 0.2), suggesting that the stimulation of whiskers far from the center of the RF also sharpens the response tuning profile of the neurons. FSUs show a different behavior, since the preferred angles for proximal and global motion were significantly correlated (angular-angular correlation: r = 0.57; p < 0.0005, Figure 3D1 ), although, as for RSUs, the directionality index was systematically larger for the global motion (gDI = 0.20 ± 0.18 and pDI = 0.10 ± 0.08, respectively, p < 0.02, Figure 3D2 ).
Global and Local Direction Selectivities Are Independent Properties of Barrel Cortex Neurons
Barrel neurons show significant selectivity to the local direction of PW deflection (Andermann and Moore, 2006; Bruno and Simons, 2002; Lee and Simons, 2004) . It is possible then that the preferred angle in our global motion protocol was related to the local direction selectivity of the neuron, suggesting a common cellular and synaptic mechanism for local and global direction selectivity. Conversely, no correlation in the preferred angle for local and global motion would suggest independently generated functional selectivities. To test these hypotheses, we studied the local selectivity by stimulating the PW (C2 in all cases) in eight different local directions (see Figure 4A) and looked at the correlation between global and local direction preferences and selectivities. Figure 4B shows a typical example of a cell tuned for the direction of deflection of whisker C2. In agreement with findings in the literature, most RSUs (79%) showed significant selectivity (Rayleigh test, p < 0.05) for one of the eight local directions (lDI = 0.32 ± 0.19; Figure 4C ). Although cells exhibit a wide range of local direction tunings ( Figure 4D ), the preferred local direction was not equally represented across the C2 barrel neurons (Rayleigh test, p < 0.05). The responses of 32 out of 48 RSUs (67%) were tuned to a caudal local direction (90 -270 ) , and the circular mean was 228 ± 92 . This bias was not found for FSUs (Rayleigh test, p > 0.4) that, in accordance with previous studies (Kida et al., 2005; Simons, 1978; Swadlow and Gusev, 2002) , showed relatively weak local direction selectivity of responses to PW stimulation (mean lDI: 0.15 ± 0.10, Figure 4C ). The distributions of local direction indices for RSUs and FSUs were significantly different (Wilcoxon test: p < 0.002, n = 64, Figure 4C ).
Despite the fact that the distributions of the preferred direction to PW deflection and to global motions exhibited a similar bias toward caudoventral direction, an angular-angular correlation revealed that the global and local preferred angles ( Figure 4E) were not significantly correlated (r = 0.004; p > 0.4, n = 50). No correlation was found either between the global and the local direction selectivity indexes ( Figure 4F ). These two results suggest that the mechanisms responsible for the selectivity to the direction of PW deflection and to the direction of global motion are not the same. Nonetheless, both mechanisms generate similar levels of selectivity (mean lDI, 0.28 ± 0.18; mean gDI, 0.24 ± 0.18; paired t test, p > 0.7).
Since we studied the selectivity to the global motion with local whisker deflections in the rostrocaudal direction, it remains possible that neurons with local selectivity toward the rostrocaudal axis (i.e., 180 ) show the highest global direction index and a preference for caudal (colinear) direction of the global motion. Inspection of the neurons with local preferences around 180 (gray area in Figure 4E ) showed no clear bias toward the colinear global motion and quantification of the global direction index of those cells showed no difference with respect to the entire population of cells (unpaired t test, p > 0.5).
The Preferred Direction to Global Motion Depends on the Asymmetry of the Receptive Field The selectivity to global motion direction could be linked to the spatial structure of the RFs. To test this hypothesis, we calculated the asymmetry of the RF (Figures 5A and 5B) . We defined correlation; r = 0.15, p < 0.05, n = 10) but not granular (r = À0.08, p > 0.9, n = 19) RSUs. We observed no significant correlation for the FSUs. This angular-angular correlation tested positive associations between two measured angles without taking into account their phase difference. For assessing the similarity between angles we calculated the absolute value of their difference. The angular differences can take values from 0 (identical angles) to 180 (opposite angles). If the two angles are randomly distributed the angular differences are uniformly distributed and their mean value is 90
. Figure 5C shows the mean angular difference between preferred direction to global motion and RF asymmetry, as well as the mean angular difference for 5000 shuffled samples of the data (see Experimental Procedures). The distribution of the angular differences for the infragranular RSUs was significantly different from a uniform distribution (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p < 0.05), and the mean of the distribution was significantly smaller than the mean angular difference of the shuffled data (unilateral randomization test, p < 0.05). The distributions of angular differences of granular RSUs and of FSUs were not significantly different from a uniform distribution (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test p > 0.9 and p > 0.15, respectively).
Selectivity to Global Motion for Different Directions of Local Deflections
We tested whether the selectivity to global motion is specific to the local direction of individual whiskers deflection along the rostrocaudal axis (180 ), a parameter held constant in the original (C) Absolute value of the difference between preferred global motion direction and RF asymmetry angle for RSUs (black bars, granular: n = 19; infragranular: n = 10) and FSUs (white bars, granular: n = 5; infragranular: n = 4). The gray bars show the average difference for 5000 shuffled data. Error bars are SEM. Cartoons on the right schematize three possible hypotheses relating asymmetry and preferred direction: identical angle (i.e., difference between angles equals 0 , bottom), opposite angle (180 ), and independent angle (90 ). The absolute value of the difference is significantly smaller for the infragranular RSUs compared to shuffled data (asterisk, unilateral randomization test, p < 0.05).
protocol. We thus repeated the same protocol but with the actuators turned by 45 clockwise with respect to the original protocol, so that the local motion was now from the rest position of the whisker to a caudodorsal position (135 , Figures  6A and 6B ). Fifty-seven percent of the cells (n = 8 out of 14) showed a statistically significant directional selectivity for global motion, indicating that this selectivity can be generated when the local stimuli are in another direction than the rostrocaudal local axis. The distribution of global direction indexes for the 135 local motion was similar to the original distribution (Figure 6A) , although there was a shift toward smaller values that was marginally significant (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p < 0.02). The distribution of preferred directions ( Figure 6B ) showed no particular bias (Rayleigh test for nonuniformity, p > 0.6), either for the caudoventral quadrant where the distribution for 180 was centered ( Figure 2E ) or at 45 from it in the caudal direction. We conclude from here that selectivity to global motion is not specific to local motion in a particular direction.
The Selectivity to Global Motion Depends on the Apparent Speed of the Stimulus
From the previous observations, we conclude that responses to contacts with an object and the resulting motion of the vibrissae depend less on the direction of motion of the individual vibrissae than on the gross motion defined by the relative timings across the group of vibrissae. Here, we asked whether the selectivity to global motion depends on the relative timings of whisker deflections by changing the interstimulus interval. We applied the original protocol but with all delays multiplied by a fixed factor: first, a factor of 0.2 (delays of 2 and 1.4 ms, fast protocol), and second, by a factor of 4 (delays of 40 and 28 ms, slow protocol). In response to the fast-motion protocol, the distribution of global direction indexes was significantly shifted toward 0 (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p < 0.01, n = 10, Figure 6C ). Nonetheless, 40% of the cells exhibited significant global direction selectivity. This percentage was reduced to 25% in the case of the slow-motion protocol (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p < 0.01, n = 12). Thus, global direction selectivity can be revealed for a range of interstimulus intervals; however, there is a dependence on the apparent speed of the stimulus such that the delays that we initially chose, compatible with behaviorally induced contact times, generate more selectivity than shorter or longer intervals.
Selectivity to Global Direction Builds Up from Short-Latency Cortical Responses
If the selectivity to global direction emerges in the cortex, one can expect that it builds up after a certain delay corresponding to the sequential activation of the different cortical layers. We studied the temporal evolution of response for the global directions eliciting maximal and minimal responses. The response was integrated within windows of 10 ms duration, with a delay from the PW stimulus onset varying from 0 to 60 ms ( Figure 7A ). Maximal and minimal responses did not differ significantly until 20 ms of response from PW stimulation ( Figures 7B and 7C ). Significant differences were observed from 20 ms on after PW stimulation (paired Student t test, p < 0.0001). The selectivity to the global direction builds up progressively during the first 40 ms after the stimulation of the PW (two-way ANOVA, p < 0.05 for interaction between time window and global direction). 
Nonlinearities Shape the Cortical Response to Global Motion
The first-order (linear) prediction of the responses integrated over the whole poststimulus time histogram (PSTH) for each direction of the global stimulus is isotropic in our protocol since local deflections are invariant. A linear prediction model consisting in the sum of appropriately time-shifted single-vibrissa responses ( Figure 8A ) was compared to the actual responses across time (from 0 to 60 ms). We observed that the selectivity to global direction is due to a suppression of response to nonoptimal global directions and not to a facilitation of response to the preferred global direction ( Figure 8B ). The suppression builds up progressively during the stimulation for the preferred (two-way ANOVA testing the interaction between time and type of response, observed or predicted, p = 0.05) and the nonpreferred directions (two-way ANOVA, p < 0.002).
Using a model-based approach, we tested the outcome of several nonlinearities to explore the mechanisms underlying the global motion selectivity. We computed three predictions resulting (1) from a threshold-like filter applied to the linear prediction, (2) from a model including suppressive interactions between neighboring whiskers, and (3) from the same model including in addition a spatial asymmetry between the suppressive interactions.
Thresholding is a classical nonlinear operator reflecting the intrinsic properties of the neurons (Priebe and Ferster, 2008) . We have applied a threshold-like filter to the linear prediction, the half-squared operator (Heeger, 1993) . The half-squared nonlinearity induces only a slight asymmetry in response to the global motion stimulation (direction index = 0.03 ± 0.01) and does not induce a bias in the population toward a particular direction (Rayleigh test, p > 0.1, see Table S1 ). These results rule out the possibility that the selectivity could simply be obtained by thresholding the linear prediction.
We then took into account suppressive interactions between immediate neighbor whiskers (Simons, 1985; Simons and Carvell, 1989; Ego-Stengel et al., 2005) . The statistical analysis of the direction vectors predicted by the suppressive model is presented in Table S1 . A slight asymmetry in response to global motion direction is predicted (direction index = 0.04 ± 0.03), but it is lower than the experimentally observed selectivity (paired t test, p < 10 À7 ). In addition, the distribution of the preferred angles predicted by the suppressive model is not biased toward a particular direction (Rayleigh test, p > 0.3) as the experimental data. Finally, we added to the suppressive model the spatial asymmetry observed for two-whisker interactions (McCasland et al., 1991) . Although the predicted responses were still less suppressed than the observed ones ( Figure 8B ), the time dependence of the predicted suppressive buildup was consistent with that observed for the preferred direction (ANOVA, p > 0.1 for interaction between time and the type of response, predicted or observed) but not for the nonpreferred direction (ANOVA, p < 0.05). We did not find any significant difference between the predictions of the suppressive model for the preferred and the nonpreferred directions (see Figure 8B , left and right dashed lines) and consequently, the level of selectivity obtained was still low (direction index = 0.04 ± 0.04). Nonetheless, we observed a strong population bias (Rayleigh test, p < 0.0001, see Table  S1 ) toward a caudoventral direction (247 ± 68 ) close to that observed in the data. This suggests that the mechanism involved in generating the spatial asymmetry of two-whisker interactions also takes part in generating the selectivity to global motion direction.
We also tested the relation between the preferred directions to global and proximal motions. As expected from the predictions based on the suprathreshold RF, all the nonlinear models predicted a strong correlation between them (angular-angular correlation p < 10 À17 , see Table S1 ), a correlation observed only for FSUs in the experimental data.
DISCUSSION
Our results show that barrel cortex neurons integrate contextual information from the entire whisker pad and extract the direction of global motion independently of the local direction of whisker deflection. Thus, individual neurons not only code for local aspects of tactile stimuli like temporal frequency or velocity but also for large-scale properties of complex tactile scenes. The directional selectivity to global patterns of stimulation shown here could not be derived from the study of local selectivities of individual whiskers and could only be unmasked through the use of a multiwhisker stimulator. Global direction selectivity is in our view comparable to the contextual effects of the association fields outside the classical RF in the visual cortex (Field et al., 1993) , and may be paralleled with a recent study performed on monkey digit RFs (Thakur et al., 2006) .
Methodological Considerations
Global selectivity could have been produced if there were an anisotropic physical coupling of whiskers, via movement of the pad skin and muscles, particularly when multiple whiskers are moved in a correlated way. Two arguments point against this possibility. displacement of whisker C2 during the global motion stimulation protocol in eight different directions, particularly right before the stimulation wave reaches it, and found an induced displacement of C2 of 0.01 at most. These displacements cannot activate cortical neurons since the activation threshold of ganglion cells is well above these values (see Figure 7 in Gibson and Welker, 1983) . Second, ganglion cells are strictly monovibrissal, that is, a movement of an adjacent whisker does not produce spiking activity of first-order afferents (Gibson and Welker, 1983; Szwed et al., 2003) . We conclude that the minor physical coupling between adjacent whiskers that we measured is far below the threshold of ganglion cells.
To standardize the protocol across animals, we considered the arrangement of the whisker array as a square matrix. However, the departure of the actual whisker pad from a square matrix could produce systematic anisotropies of the global motion selectivity. Thus, we have measured the 3D geometry of the whisker array at 7 mm from the follicles (i.e., the distance at which the piezoelectric benders contact the whiskers in our setup). We have found, as expected from a gross inspection of the pad, that the whisker array is not square. Since we have kept the interstimulus intervals constant for every direction (10 ms for horizontal and vertical axes, 7.1 ms for oblique), the deformations generate changes in apparent speed depending on the axis. If these deformations and the changes in apparent speed they generate were the main cause of the global motion selectivity, the angles eliciting the maximal response should be the same for all cells. Although many global motion preferences were indeed aligned to the rostroventral direction, 72% of the preferred direction vectors were not in that direction. In addition, if the pad deformation was the main reason for the global motion preference, one would expect to have the same distribution of preferred orientations independent of the stimulus conditions. This is not the case, since for a different plane of stimulation (45 apart) the distribution of preferred directions is different (see Figure 6 ).
Disambiguating Local versus Global Processing
To disambiguate local from global integration, we used only rostrocaudal local whisker deflections irrespective of the global direction. It should be stressed here that we were interested in studying mechanisms of sensory integration, and not in mimicking behavior. Nevertheless, global patterns of motion similar to those implemented here are likely to occur in a natural environment. Because whisker sweeps have a similar trajectory, objects that differ in their orientation will cause activation of the whisker population in different global directions (Polley et al., 2005) , with interstimulus intervals close to the ones used here (Sachdev et al., 2001 ).
An alternative protocol, using local directions colinear with the global direction, would have precluded the interpretation of results. Since most neurons are selective to the local direction of whisker deflection, the linear prediction of the global motion protocol derived from the local selectivity would have been anisotropic and then the nonlinearities introduced by the stimulation of the adjacent whiskers would at most have modulated the initially biased tuning curve. Our protocol imposes an isotropic prediction to start with allowing us to study nonlinearities introduced by the stimulation of the entire whisker pad. A recent study (Khatri and Simons, 2007) showed that suppressive temporal interactions are equivalent for all angles of PW deflections. If this property is generalized to the whole whisker pad, it can be predicted that the same selectivity to global motion will be found for any direction of local whisker deflection. Here, the use of a local direction other than rostrocaudal (but invariant across the eight directions) resulted in a different distribution of preferred directions for global motion, suggesting that the preferred global direction is not the same for all local directions. However, we did not test the global selectivities for two local directions on the same cells. Further experiments will be necessary for testing the hypothesis that responses to gross contact with an object, and subsequent motion of the vibrissae as a group, depend less on the direction of motion of the individual vibrissae as compared to the direction of motion established by the relative timings across the group of vibrissae.
Remote Whiskers Modify and Sharpen the Global Motion Tuning Curve
For analyzing the contribution of the more peripheral whiskers to the direction selectivity of global motion, we tested the neuronal responses to a proximal motion protocol that included only the PW and the eight adjacent whiskers. FSUs preferred the same direction for the global and proximal motions. This suggests that the same mechanism underlies both preferences, the stimulation of the more distal whiskers sharpened the tuning curve without affecting the preferred direction. RSUs showed different preferred directions for global and proximal motions. It is difficult to reconcile this observation with a single mechanism generating different selectivities as a function of the spatial scale of the multiwhisker stimulations. Thus, in addition to increasing the selectivity for global direction, the remote whiskers reshape the tuning of RSUs.
Mechanisms Underlying the Selectivity to Global Motion
The linear summation of responses to single-whisker stimulation could not explain the selectivity to global motion observed here. This discrepancy between the experimental data and a linear model indicated the presence of nonlinear mechanisms, notably suppressive, shaping the cortical response to spatiotemporally distributed stimuli. We tested three possible sources of nonlinearities by incorporating them in a simple linear model. First, a threshold-like operator applied on the linear prediction failed to generate substantial global selectivity, suggesting that filtering the spatiotemporal integration of subliminar inputs by the spike threshold is not sufficient to differentiate responses to complex sensory stimuli. Second, we introduced cross-whisker suppression (Simons and Carvell, 1989; Higley and Contreras, 2003; Ego-Stengel et al., 2005) . Indeed, our protocol uses interstimulus intervals in the range of those engaging maximal suppression between whiskers. Also, we observed less selectivity for much shorter or longer interstimulus intervals corresponding to the bounds of the classic suppression window. Taken together, these observations suggest that cross-whisker suppression combined with the spatial asymmetry of barrel cortex RFs ( Figure 5 ) could potentially induce an anisotropy of the response to the global motion protocol. This approach is in line with a recent model accurately predicting responses to texture-like stimuli from the responses to individual whisker deflections and the dynamics of two-whisker interactions (Boloori and Stanley, 2006) . However, in our hands, this simple suppression model yielded very low selectivity, suggesting that the combination of elementary responses in order to predict the activity generated by more complex sensory stimuli cannot be generalized to patterns involving a large part of the whisker pad.
In a third attempt, we modified the standard cross-whisker suppression by taking into account the asymmetry depending on the spatial location of the adjacent whisker (McCasland et al., 1991; Brumberg et al., 1996; Ego-Stengel et al., 2005) . Again, the simulated responses were very similar for all directions of global motion. Nonetheless, this last model succeeded in predicting the overall average preferred angle for global selectivity. Thus, our results are compatible with the involvement of cross-whisker suppression in the generation of global motion selectivity, but indicate that other nonlinearities (detailed below) have to be taken into account in order to explain the magnitude of the phenomenon.
By construction, in the class of models that we explored, nonlinear interactions occurred at a cortical level between the inputs coming from the different whiskers, each modeled by the measured cortical PSTH in response to single-whisker deflections. However, a recent study pointed to substantial crosswhisker interactions in the thalamus (Higley and Contreras, 2007 ; but see Carvell, 1989, and Brumberg et al., 1996 , for opposing evidence), suggestive of the contribution of subcortical mechanisms to multiwhisker sensory integration. This possibility is partly at odds with the build-up of global motion selectivity that we observed (Figure 7) , in which the difference between the optimal and non-optimal responses became significant at longer delays than those corresponding to the thalamic afferent drive. In line with this observation, Mirabella et al. (2001) have shown that the earliest cortical response to multiwhisker deflection was linear whereas later cortical responses were highly nonlinear, suggesting a cortical origin of their multiwhisker suppression. In order to comply with a cortical origin of the global motion selectivity, the spread of activity in the cortex should occur at a speed compatible with the interstimulus interval that we have used between the stimulation of adjacent whiskers. There is evidence that focal activation of one barrel generates a spreading wave of excitation through L2/3 and L5 that reaches the neighbor barrel in 5-10 ms (Wirth and Luscher, 2004) . All these evidences together are consistent with the contribution of cortical mechanisms in the emergence of the selectivity to global motion.
We only considered a standard two-whisker interaction in our models. There is however a large diversity of two-whisker interaction curves, such that even facilitation can be found for some cells depending on the particular pair of whiskers stimulated (Shimegi et al., 1999; Ego-Stengel et al., 2005) . Global motion selectivity could arise from the cell-and whisker-specific interaction of responses within the RF of each cell. In order to test this possibility, the cross-whisker interaction curves for each pairwise combination of vibrissae would have to be measured for each recorded cell, which, in practice, would require a tremendous amount of time. Also, the models were restricted to interactions between whiskers evoking suprathreshold responses, whereas it is well-known that subliminar responses are elicited by other whiskers. The nonlinear summation of excitatory and inhibitory postsynaptic potentials could be studied by developing a detailed cellular model. Finally, it is conceivable that the selectivity to global motion cannot be reduced to simple nonlinearities such as a threshold or second-order interactions. Higher-order nonlinearities, ranging from complex interactions between the single-whisker subliminar responses within the dendritic tree to the differential engagement of intracortical inhibitory loops, could all participate in the encoding of information about the collective properties of the stimuli.
Possible Columnar Organization of the Global Motion Selectivity
A previous study in the barrel cortex (Andermann and Moore, 2006 ; see also Sato et al., 2007) showed that the gravity center of RFs is correlated with the anatomical position of the recorded cell within a barrel. Asymmetric RFs were found at the border of the whisker-related cortical column. Consequently, our measure of the center of gravity of the RFs, together with the knowledge that all our recordings were made in the C2 column, allows us to tentatively locate the recorded neurons within the cortical column. The relation we found between preferred direction of global motion and RF asymmetry for the infragranular RSUs suggests a possible columnar organization of the preference to global motion direction, where neurons located at the border of the column would show a preferred global direction toward the closest adjacent whisker.
In conclusion, the current results bring strong support for a new way of considering the functional organization of the barrel cortex, where neurons not only integrate local information from the PW but also extract information contained in the joint and coordinated tactile contacts of all the whiskers.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES Animal Preparation
Male Wistar albino rats (n = 14, mean weight ± SD = 300 ± 50 g) were used. Experiments were performed in conformity with National (JO 87-848) and European legislation (86/609/CEE) on animal experimentation. Rats were anesthetized with urethane (1.5 g/kg, i.p.). Atropine methyl nitrate (0.3 mg/kg, i.m.) was injected to reduce respiratory secretions. The heart rate and the electrocorticogram (ECoG) were monitored throughout the experiment. Anesthesia was maintained at stage III-3 through online analysis of the frequency content of the ECoG, of the heart rate, and the control of reflexive movements (Friedberg et al., 1999) . Supplementary doses of urethane (0.15 g/kg, i.p.) were administrated when necessary. Body temperature was maintained at 37 C. The animal was placed in a stereotaxic frame, and the snout was held by a modified head holder (Haidarliu, 1996) allowing free access to the right vibrissae. The left posteromedial barrel subfield (PMBSF, P0-4, L4-8 from Bregma (Chapin and Lin, 1984) was exposed. Once the electrode had been positioned on the cortex, the craniotomy was covered with a silicon elastomer (Kwik-Cast, WPI).
Electrophysiological Recordings
Neural activity was recorded extracellularly with tungsten electrodes (FHC, 2-10 MOhm at 1 KHz) vertically lowered in a cortical column corresponding to barrel C2. Signals were amplified (gain 5000) and filtered (0.3-3 kHz) for spike activity. For each recording site, up to three single units were isolated using a template-matching spike sorter (MSD, Alpha-Omega, Israel). After recordings at a given site, the electrode was advanced by at least 100 mm to avoid recording the same units. Spike time acquisition and data processing were done with custom-made software (Elphy, G. Sadoc, CNRS-UNIC). Welldiscriminated single units were classified as fast-spiking (FSU, putative inhibitory) or regular-spiking (RSU, putative excitatory) (Bruno and Simons, 2002) .
Histology
At the end of the experiments, three electrolytic lesions (50 pulses of 200 ms duration of 10 mA delivered at 0.3 Hz) were made at known depths, 500 mm apart. After a lethal dose of pentobarbital (Dolethal), animals were perfused transcardially with phosphate buffer (0.1 M, pH 7.4) followed by 4% paraformaldehyde (in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4). Coronal sections (80 mm) of the left PMBSF were stained with cresyl violet to visualize cortical layers. Cells were classified as supragranular, granular, and infragranular when recorded from layers 2/3, 4, and 5/6 respectively.
Whisker Stimulation
We have developed a stimulator composed of 25 independent piezoelectric actuators (Polytec-PI, Germany) adapted to the five rows and the five caudal arcs of the whisker pad. Since the most caudal arc of whiskers contains only four whiskers, the fifth piezoelectric bender in that arc was not connected to any whisker, and its deflection was used as a blank for estimating the level of spontaneous activity. The whiskers were kept, unless moved, at their initial resting position and angle. Whiskers were trimmed to 10 mm length and inserted 3 mm into short polypropylene tubes of adjusted diameter glued on the actuator. The actuators moved only along the rostrocaudal axis except for a multidirectional actuator (Noliac, Denmark) connected to whisker C2. The deflection amplitude of each actuator was calibrated with a laser displacement-measuring system (Micro-Epsilon, France). Actuators were driven with RC-filtered (time constant = 2 ms) voltage pulses of 30 ms duration (with 10 ms plateau) to produce oscillation-free rostrocaudal (180 local direction) displacements of 114 mm at 7 mm from the follicle, with an initial velocity of 130 /s. In a separate series of experiments (n = 2, 14 cells), all actuators were turned 45 clockwise so that the local direction of movement was now from the rest position to a caudoventral one (135 ).
Spatiotemporal Receptive Fields
We used sparse noise stimulation to assess spatiotemporal receptive fields (STRF). One sequence of stimulation included the deflection of every one of the 24 whiskers in a random order at 20 Hz. At least 120 random sequences were presented. Forward correlation techniques (Bringuier et al., 1999) were applied to build STRFs online. The STRF provides a good approximation of the linear RF of the cell and makes possible a quantification of its topography.
Local Directional Selectivity of Principal Whisker
To assess local direction selectivity, the PW (C2) was deflected in eight different directions spanning 360 . One hundred twenty-eight random sequences of the eight directions were applied. Within a sequence, the PW was deflected at 2 Hz and an interval of 1 s was applied between two consecutive sequences.
Multiwhisker Global Directional Selectivity
We have applied, on 53 single neurons, rostrocaudal deflections of the 24 whiskers in spatiotemporal orders that generate apparent global motions in eight different directions. The duration of a sweep in the horizontal and vertical directions was 70 ms (four inter stimulus intervals of 10 ms each) and the PW was deflected 20 ms after the beginning of the sweep. For oblique directions, a sweep lasted 86.6 ms (inter stimulus interval: 10= ffiffiffi 2 p = 7.1 ms) and the onset of the PW deflection was 28 ms after the beginning of the sweep (see Figure 2 ).
We applied 128 random sequences of the eight directions. The presentation rate within a sequence was 2 Hz, and an interval of 1 s was applied between two consecutive sequences. Previous work showed no adaptation at that frequency of stimulation (see Figure 3A in Ego-Stengel et al., 2001) and in the present study we did not find a reduction in the amplitude of the response between the first and the last deflection of the first sequence of stimulation (ratio of responses [last/first] = 1.07). We also applied on the same neurons a similar protocol but limited to the eight whiskers immediately surrounding whisker C2. In addition, we applied on a separate set of cells (n = 12) the global motion protocol with interstimulus intervals scaled first by a factor of 0.2, and second by a factor of 4 (interstimulus intervals of 2 and 40 ms for the horizontal and vertical directions, and of 1.4 and 28 ms for the oblique directions), while keeping the waveform of the command to individual actuators unchanged.
To standardize the protocol across animals, we considered the arrangement of the whisker array as a square matrix. However, the actual geometry of the whisker array departs from a square matrix, so that the motion is not uniform along the different axes and across axes. We examined if the speed modulation depends on the direction of the stimuli and found no relationship with the distribution of preferred global motion directions, indicating that the departures from a uniform movement are not responsible for the global motion selectivity.
Data Analysis
For each stimulation condition, we calculated 1 ms bin peristimulus time histograms from which the response latency was obtained as the first bin exceeding the level of the spontaneous activity by at least three times the standard deviations (SD), and for which the average response of that bin and the following one exceeded the level of 3SD= ffiffiffi 2 p . For each single unit, we calculated the response latencies and amplitudes for each of the 24 whisker stimulations. The PW was defined as the whisker eliciting the response with shortest latency and largest magnitude. All analyzed neurons had whisker C2 as the PW (n = 70). Cells were included in the analysis only if at least one of the stimulation protocols elicited a significant average response above three standard error of the mean (SEM) spontaneous activity level calculated on a trial by trial basis. Five cells did not respond enough to sparse noise stimulation and were removed from further analysis.
Spatiotemporal Receptive Field
For each whisker, spike counts were averaged 10-60 ms from stimulus onset and the spontaneous activity was subtracted. We calculated for each whisker position (x,y), a response magnitude R(x,y). The matrix (R) x,y defined an activity map of 24 pixels. For the calculation of the asymmetry, only pixels with a significant level of activity (spike count larger than three SEM of the spontaneous activity) were considered (nonsignificant pixels were forced to 0). When the spatial RF contained at least two significant pixels, we quantified the asymmetry as follows:
The coordinates of the center of gravity of the spatial RF-map (see Andermann and Moore, 2006; Drew and Feldman, 2007 The asymmetry of the spatial RF map was defined as the vector connecting the coordinate of the maximum response (C2 in all cases) to the coordinate of the center of gravity. To test the statistical significance of the asymmetry, we split the data used for calculating each RF into two (by taking every other trial) and computed two independent RFs for every cell. From the difference between the centers of gravity of the two RFs, we recovered the standard deviation of the asymmetry for the cell population. Asymmetry values beyond 2 SD (larger than 0.16) are significantly non-null at a level of p < 0.05.
Global Motion and Principal Whisker Local Directional Selectivities
A similar analysis was applied on protocols testing the selectivity of the response to PW local direction and to multiwhisker global direction. The first two sequences of stimulation (out of 128) were excluded from the analysis to ensure that only responses in a steady-state regime are included (see Ego-Stengel et al., 2001) . The response magnitude (Ri) to each direction (qi) of stimulation was defined as the spike count averaged on a time window calculated from a population PSTH and that captured the entire response. The time window was 80 ms long starting 10 ms from the local stimulation of the PW or starting 25 ms from the onset of the multiwhisker stimulation. The actual mean latencies of responses were 11 and 28 ms, respectively, so the time windows started before any significant response appeared. Compared to other laboratories we used here relatively small whisker deflections and this might explain our slightly long latency values. The average spontaneous activity level calculated in the 40 ms preceding the stimulation was subtracted from the evoked activity. The preferred direction D pref was defined as the circular mean (Fisher, 1995) 
To quantify the direction selectivity, a direction index (DI, gDI for global direction, pDI for proximal direction, lDI for local direction) was defined as
This index takes values from 0 (equal responses to all directions) to 1 (complete selectivity to one direction).
We tested the direction selectivity with a Rayleigh test of circular uniformity on the following distribution of angles: for each spike consecutive to stimulation, the corresponding angle was included in the distribution. We subtracted from it the number of spikes emitted during the spontaneous activity period, and any resulting negative values were set to 0.
We measured the relationship between circular variables using (1) the angular-angular correlation coefficient (Fisher, 1993) and (2) the mean absolute value of their difference. We tested the significance of both parameters using an adapted randomization test (Fisher, 1993) based on the distribution of 5000 shuffled exemplars of the data.
Linear and Nonlinear Models of Response to Multiwhisker Stimuli
For each cell, we calculated the linear prediction of the response to the multiwhisker directional stimuli as the sum of the 24 individual-whisker PSTHs for that cell, each time-shifted by the appropriate delay. In order to diminish the level of noise in all predicted responses, the activity of the STRF was considered only between 0 and 90 ms after stimulation and the PSTHs with no significant activity were set to 0 before any calculus.
We then calculated three different nonlinear predictions. First, we applied the half-squared operator to the linear prediction (Heeger, 1993) . Each bin of the linearly predicted PSTH with a negative activity is set to 0 and each bin with a positive activity is squared. In order to compute a nonlinear prediction taking into account the time course of cross-whisker interactions, we applied a dynamic model of whisker suppression in which the time-shifted PSTHs (L w,t where w is the whisker identity) were scanned and gradually suppressed by the responses to adjacent whiskers before being summed. At each time step (t = 1 ms), (1) 24 suppressive coefficients (S w,t ) were calculated from the past activity elicited by the 24 whiskers (see below) and (2) the activity elicited by each whisker was calculated as the linear expectation for that whisker multiplied by the suppressive coefficients of its eight adjacent whiskers. (3) The predicted response (P t ) was then calculated as the sum of the 24 suppressed PSTHs. where M is a constant calculated so that the maximal possible suppression is equal to 100%, and F(t) is a parametric function sculpting the two-whisker interaction curve. Both the F function and the power 4 in the coefficients S w,t were chosen so that the average two-whisker interaction curve resembles the one in Simons (1985) ; where t = 10 ms is the time interval of maximal suppression. It has been reported that maximal suppression is elicited by caudal whiskers (McCasland et al., 1991) . In order to take into account this asymmetry of the suppressive effect with respect to the relative position of the whiskers, we multiplied the suppressive coefficients by corrective factors in the Equation 2 in a second simulation. We used the paired-stimulation paradigm to fit the corrective factors to the asymmetry curve of McCasland et al. (1, 0.6, 0.8, and 0.2, respectively, for caudal, rostral, ventral, and dorsal whiskers) .
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